'imagined' representations of spatiality" (11, 6) . Many theorists of the spatial turn share Soja's emphasis on "combining the real and the imagined, things and thought on equal terms," (11, 68) as well as the idea that the space we live in is being constantly (re)produced, changed, or imagined through the interplay of social practices, technologies, and ideologies. In Soja's view, the spatial paradigm shift represents a "master turn," 12 that is, a major transformation of scholarship in which spatial imagination and the geographical approach are replacing the framework of historicism (cf. 2, [11] [12] [13] . Admitting that the spatial turn, at the surface level of discourse, has flooded scholarly texts with spatial metaphors and imagery (12, (23) (24) (25) (26) , Soja insists that it represents a deep epistemic change that, having introduced the postmodern concept of space, superdetermines the methods of individual human and social sciences in an unprecedented mode. 13 However, according to Jörg Döring and Tristan
Thielmann, the host of postmodern disciplines that proudly announce their individual spatial turns lack a common grounding in a "transdisciplinary spatial paradigm" (2, 10) . Indeed, the cross-disciplinary proliferation of the catchphrase "the spatial turn" may be critically interpreted as a strategy of the postmodern survival rhetoric 14 embraced by social and human sciences as their response to the late capitalist mercantilization of knowledge. The humanities attempt to meet the demand for ever new products on the intellectual market by branding their discourse with successive "turns," from the linguistic to the historical and aesthetic.
Moreover, scholars strive to legitimize humanist knowledge with apparently more reliable, applicable, and objective scientific platforms. Geography, offering its "spatial fix" 15 to
humanists, has the lure of a science useful to the economy, demographic policies, urban planning, and the like. With an orientation towards quantification of the natural and physical environment, geography appears to be an ideal provider of firmer knowledge. As pointed out by Barney Warf and Santa Arias, postmodern geography rose from the ranks of an eclectic importer of ideas to become a central discipline exporting concepts. 16 To the current humanities, notions imported from geography seem to supply scientific realism and represent ultimate referents through which the conditions of a particular cultural practice may be explained with scholarly rigor (cf. 14, 305-06). Further, geography bridges the epistemological gap between studying nature and culture. It also serves as an established discipline entitled to frame popular digital technologies of mapping, spatial representation, and global positioning (cf. 11, 74-77). Finally, the science of space appeals to trendy postmodern theorists because it corresponds to the liberal sense that the globalized world has become a shrunken surface. 17 Observing self-legitimizing interdiscursive recourse to geography in the present-day humanities, one may be struck to notice that this development curiously echoes Kant's proposal (discussed by David Harvey) that anthropology and geography should establish scientific grounds for the entire system of knowledge, including philosophical metaphysics (17, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . In the final analysis, Soja's spatial turn, with its "reassertion of space in critical social theory," 5 discloses itself to be but a postmodern variation of the Kantian project of modernity.
All that being said, the spatial turn should not be simply dismissed as contingent on the present social condition. After all, it has developed an innovative concept of spatiality that dispenses with concepts grounded in Euclidean geometry, Cartesian subjectivism, and the 
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The Impact of Spatial Turn on Literary Studies
In literary studies, the spatial turn has not, in itself, entailed a paradigm shift of its own. In its wake, some critics merely rehearse semiotic ideas about the textual modeling of cultural spaces, for example by evoking the Bakhtinian notion of chronotope or Lotman's concept of semiosphere. Others revisit practices known in "literary geography" since the late nineteenth century, such as exploring the role of milieu in biographies of important writers or mapping fictional worlds. As summarized in great detail by Barbara Piatti, literary geography -which was often in the service of patriotism, education, or cultural tourism -used to be regarded as an auxiliary branch of literary criticism, one that modestly limited itself to the mapping and interpreting of places where famous writers lived, or of geospaces represented in their texts. 21 Some literary geographers, especially in Germany, studied regional differences representations and their extra-textual references in geospaces, which results in the scaling of the "action space" (Handlungsraum; further subdivided in "geographical horizon" and "spaces of characters") according to its referential inclination either to the "imaginary" or to the "real pole": in view of this, "action zones and scenes" may be purely "fictitious,"
"transformed" from the factual model, or "imported" from the real world (21, shorter, everyday, and trivial routes, which contributes to the notion of nation as a space of "familiarity"; and, last but not least, the urban space presented in Balzac's realist novels led to more complex interpersonal relations between characters (36, 15-18, 37, 51, 106-09).
Moretti's maps of "literature in space," too, prove to be of analytical value with regard to cultural geography because they connect the history of books with the history of novelistic forms, exposing geographical differences in the range of novel production, reading, and translation. Moretti thus establishes that holdings of small British and French provincial libraries included considerably larger shares of novels and canonical works than large city libraries; this demonstrates that cultural parochialism and the undifferentiated reading repertoire are proportional to the local power of the national canon, and that, in the nineteenth century, the novel was actually the most widely read genre of "nation-building" (36, .
According to Moretti, the majority of European countries, with the exception of France, imported over half of their novelistic repertoire, whereas, from the viewpoint of cultural import, nineteenth-century English literature remained a self-sufficient island. Although, alongside France, England produced the majority of novels to be exported, and despite the fact that English genre patterns were copied throughout Europe, its own parochialism led to a blindness towards the innovative themes and forms available in French and Russian realist fiction (36, 151-58).
It is through thematic cartography that Moretti ultimately establishes the evolutionary laws of European post-Enlightenment novel writing, as shown in the light of the dynamics of centers and peripheries of the global cultural market system. Throughout Europe, innovations generally spread from western centers to the peripheries, where the imitated models retain the structure of the plot but supplement it with local characters, settings, issues, and perspectives.
Moretti claims that, on the other hand, the socio-cultural otherness of the periphery can effectively shake the tacit ideologies of the imported or imitated matrixes, placing them into a dialogic tension with another milieu; it is this that enables the possibility of innovations with a global impact to arise on the peripheries as well, as is proven by the Russian novel of ideas and Latin-American magical realism (36, .
Granted, Robert Stockhammer is right when, in his textualist critique of Moretti's seemingly naïve mimetic materialism, he claims that fictional spaces of literature, even though they might mimetically refer to factual topography, are in principle "unmappable" (32, 84-88). 38 The cartographic representation of fictional settings by spatial points, lines, or polygons placed on the base map of a real geospace is misleading to the extent that In the final analysis, GIS maps, graphs, and statistical tables that bring together primary data are themselves nothing but (meta)texts. As such, they need interpretation, which in turn inevitably affects the ideological-mental structure of the subject (researcher). Moreover and in the first place, it is humanist prior-knowledge and all kinds of prejudices (also evident in Gadamer's understanding of the notion) that establish the very condition for making hypotheses that motivate methods and technologies of data collecting. the emergence and evolution of a particular literary field/system, including its actors, institutions, and media, which brings our project close to the "geography of media." 41 In view of recent contextual approaches, we understand literature as discourse and a system of social interaction. In it, texts are inseparable from the practices and mental activities of their producers, mediators, and consumers, whereas meanings, functions, visibility, and impacts of literary works represent variables that depend on the dissemination of literature through print media and cultural institutions. All of this develops within a social field, which appears to be relatively autonomous and self-steering because of its specific cultural functions mediated by aesthetic ideology, even though its goods are in fact distributed among the population unequally, its conventions being socially stratified, and its meanings refracted through contradictory political perspectives. 42 As a designation of this field, we have adopted the term "literary culture." To conclude, our research group will have to analyze even more GIS-data to understand the complex interplay of geospaces with literary culture. We hope to be able to prove that literary discourse in Slovenian was able to become dominant in the public sphere in two ways, with spatial factors being crucial to both: first, by the formation and extension of a socio-spatial network of literary actors, media, and institutions in the ethnically Slovenian territory (these networks were organized around increasingly important urban centers whose cultural capital gradually grew), and second, by Slovenian-language literary works referring to places that, due to their geographical names and features, could be recognized by the audience as the Slovenian nationscape. In this way, media created the idea of a unified national territory. With regard to the perspectives of the sciences for the next twenty years, I
Towards the GIS Analysis of Literary
would finally add what I think should be a desideratum. One of the most urgent future tasks of literary scholars using GIS is comparative and transnational research of the following issues:
cultural transfer and literary translation; the diffusion and interaction of literary forms, genres, styles, and themes; their interdiscursive circulation over different linguistic territories; and the international social networking of writers. No doubt, this research will essentially contribute to spatially oriented comparative literary history.
Note: This article is a revised and updated version of a paper that has been published in Slovenian under the title "Prostorski obrat, literarna veda in slovenska književnost" (Primerjalna književnost 36.2, 2013, 5-26).
